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I N   B E T W E E N . . .. . .
CONCEPT DESIGN

The main aim of the project is to frame the Panels

Competition Winners by the creation of a "gate" that

enhances the visualization of them, taking into

account not only the physical appearance of the

stand, but also the sensorial experience that will

involve the visitors.

According to it, and as a metaphor of the material

used for the design, an hexagonal lattice will

embrace the main elements of the project. Thereby,

the winner panels will be seen in every part of the

stand.

FLOOR DESIGN

The stand designed will occupied the whole surface

allowed in order to take benefit of the maximum

space available. However, and as the competition

bases require, the 75% of the surface will be

suitable for free flow.

By the way, there are three parallel strips that

compose the floor design: the ending wall, the

double portico and the desks. Between each pair of

them, there are work and visit areas; whereas within

the double portico, there is space enough to store

panels and expose objects.

STRUCTURE

Based on this idea, the structure of the project consists of

3 main elements.

1. Double portico made of two structures with an U

floor shape that join it.

2. Ending Wall composed by 2 splited elements

with an U floor shape that stabilized them. These elements

are joined by the winner panels, providing an ending

facade to the project.

3. Twelve Beams that stabilized the whole system

assembling the Double portico and the Ending wall.

.

MATERIAL

The stand will be completely made of

Cigraph cardboard panels in order to

foster the different possibilities that it

has in regards to its internal structure,

its finishes, its resistance and its

flexibility.
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